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Although named entity recognition achieved great success by introducing the neural networks,
it is challenging to apply these models to low resource languages including Uyghur while it depends on a large amount of annotated training data. Constructing a well-annotated named entity
corpus manually is very time-consuming and labor-intensive. Most existing methods based on
the parallel corpus combined with the word alignment tools. However, word alignment methods
introduce alignment errors inevitably. In this paper, we address this problem by a named entity tag transfer method based on the common neural machine translation. The proposed method
marks the entity boundaries in Chinese sentence and translates the sentences to Uyghur by neural
machine translation system, hope that neural machine translation will align the source and target
entity by the self-attention mechanism. The experimental results show that the Uyghur named
entity recognition system trained by the constructed corpus achieve good performance on the test
set, with 73.80% F1 score(3.79% improvement by baseline).
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Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a task of identifying named entities (NEs), especially person names
(PER), location names (LOC), organization names (ORG), and classifying them into some pre-defined
target entity classes (Hobbs et al., 1997). NER is essential to many natural language processing (NLP)
tasks such as relation extraction (Christopoulou et al., 2019), event detection (Cakır and Virtanen, 2019),
knowledge graph construction (Bosselut et al., 2019) and so on. Although the NER achieves great
success by the introduction of the advanced neural networks (Collobert et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2015;
Chiu and Nichols, 2016; Lample et al., 2016; Ma and Hovy, 2016; Yang et al., 2016; Peters et al.,
2017; Liu et al., 2018; Peters et al., 2018), these methods are highly dependent on a large amount of
annotated training data, and thus challenging to apply these models to low resource languages including
Uyghur. Constructing a well-annotated NE corpus manually is very time-consuming and labor-intensive.
Instead, Cross-lingual transfer is an effective solution, which addresses this challenge by transferring
knowledge from a high-resource source language with abundant entity labels to a low-resource target
language with few or no labels. According to the resource availability of the target language, different
types of NER methods are proposed, such as bilingual parallel corpus based tag projection (Yarowsky
et al., 2001; Ehrmann et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013; Fang and Cohn, 2016; Ni et al., 2017), crosslingual word embedding (Fang and Cohn, 2017; Wang et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2018), cross-lingual
Wikification (Kim et al., 2012; Nothman et al., 2013; Tsai et al., 2016; Pan et al., 2017) or multi-task
learning (Yang et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2018).
As a low resource language, Uyghur has no well-annotated corpus available for NER, but it is easy
to get Uyghur-Chinese bilingual parallel corpus as Uyghur-Chinese machine translation is an important
task of China Conference on Machine translation (CCMT). A common way of constructing NER corpus
for the language which has a bilingual parallel corpus is using off-the-shelf NER tool in the source
language to get entity annotations and transfer them to target language combing with the automatic
c 2020 China National Conference on Computational Linguistics
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word alignment. Although some researchers have also applied this method to transfer NE annotations
from Chinese to Uyghur and achieved remarkable results (Maimaiti et al., 2018), these pipeline methods
inevitably introduce errors from the source language, including errors from NER tools and automatic
word alignment. Figure 1 illustrates an Example of NER corpus construction based on the bilingual
parallel corpus and automatic word alignment.
ORG
LOC
黑龙江省

بەردى

ائگاھالندۇرۇش

رەڭلىك

气象台

كۆك

发布

شىۋىرغاندىن

暴雪

蓝色

ىئدارىسى

预警

مېتېرولوگىيە

ۆئلكىىك

خېيلوڭجىياڭ
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Figure 1: Example of NER corpus construction based on the bilingual parallel corpus and automatic
word alignment. Errors from NER tools and automatic word alignments remarked in red color while
blue indicates correct
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In this paper, we address these challenges by a NE annotation transfer method based on neural machine
translation (NMT). Given an Uyghur-Chinese parallel corpus, first, we train a general-purpose ChineseUyghur NMT system using the parallel corpus. Then, add the NE boundary information directly to the
source Chinese sentence by multiple off-the-shelf NER tools. Finally, translate the Chinese sentences
with entity boundary to Uyghur language using the pre-trained NMT system, we hope that NMT will
align the source and target entity by the self-attention mechanism. Our method can be illustrated by the
following example provided in Figure 2.
The main advantages of our method are used multi NER tools in the source language to minimize
annotation errors and use general-purpose NMT without adding new tokens to indicate NE boundary in
the parallel corpus, thus no need to annotate any training data manually.
خېيلوڭجىياڭ ۆئلكىىك مېتېرولوگىيە ىئدارىسى شىۋىرغاندىن كۆڭ رەڭلىك ائگاھالندۇرۇش بەردى
黑龙江省 气象台 发布 暴雪 蓝色 预警

Train Train

Chinese NER
Tools

Chinese-Uyghur NMT
Translate

Translated

《 黑龙江省 气象台 》 发布 暴雪 蓝色 预警

« خېيلوڭجىياڭ ۆئلكىىك مېتېرولوگىيە ىئدارىسى » شىۋىرغاندىن كۆك رەڭلىك ائگاھالندۇرۇش شىچاردى

Figure 2: Example of transferring NE tags from Chinese to Uyghur using NER tools and NMT
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Related Work

Named Entity Recognition: NER is typically framed as a task of sequence labeling which aims at
automatic detection of NEs in free text(Marrero et al., 2013). CRF, SVM, and perceptron models with
hand-crafted features are applied in early works (Ratinov and Roth, 2009; Passos et al., 2014; Luo et al.,
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2015). With the great advantages of deep neural networks, research focuses on the neural network-based
methods that need less feature engineering and domain knowledge(Lample et al., 2016; Žukov-Gregorič
et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2019). Collebert (2011) proposed a feed-forward neural network with a fixedsized window for each word, which failed in considering useful relations between long-distance words.
To overcome this limitation, Chiu et al. (2016) presented a bidirectional LSTM-CNNs architecture that
automatically detects word and character-level features. Ma et al. (2016) further extended it into bidirectional LSTM-CNNs-CRF architecture, where the CRF module was added to optimize the output label
sequence.
Transfer learning for NER: Low-resource languages often suffer from a lack of annotated corpora
to estimate high-performing neural network models for many NLP tasks. Transfer learning is an efficient way to bridge the gap across languages. Transfer learning methods for NER can be divided
into two types: parallel corpora based and shared representation based transfer. Early works mainly
focus on parallel corpora to projecting information from high-resource languages to low-resource languages (Yarowsky et al., 2001; Ehrmann et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013; Fang and Cohn, 2016; Ni et
al., 2017). Chen et al. (2010) and Wang et al. (2013) proposed to jointly identify and align bilingual
named entities. Kim el al. (2012), Nothman et al. (2013) and Tsai el al. (2016) using the Wikipedia information to improve low-resource NER. Mayhew et al. (2017) created a cross-language NER system by
translating annotated data of high-resource to low-resource which works well for very minimal resource
languages. On the other hand, the shared representation methods do not require parallel corpora. Fang
et al. (2017) proposed cross-lingual word embeddings to transfer knowledge across resources. Pan et
al. (2017) proposes a large-scale cross-lingual named entity dataset which contains 282 languages for
evaluation. Yang el al. (2016), Wang et al. (2017), Lin et al. (2018) and Liu et al. (2018) shows that
jointly training on multiple tasks or languages helps improve performance. Different from transfer learning methods, multi-task learning aims at improving the performance of all the resources instead of low
resource only.
Token Added Machine Translation (TAMT): The researchers proposed TAMT methods to solve the
different types of problems. Ugawa et al. (2018) add the entity tags to the source language sentences to
disambiguate the multi-meaning entities in the target language. Li et al. (2018) use NE tags to indicate the
NE boundary information in the source language sentences to get better customized entity translation.
Bai et al. (2018) use some special tokens to mark the segmentation boundary for the slot value in the
source sentence and transfer the source language spoken language understanding corpus to the target
language.

Methodology

General-Purpose NMT System

Machine translation (MT) translates text sentences from a source language to a target language and the
Transformer model is the first NMT model relying entirely on self-attention to compute representations
of its input and output without using recurrent neural networks (RNN) or convolutional neural networks
(CNN). Our general-purpose NMT system is based on the Transformer model.
The Transformer model is an encoder-decoder structure like most competitive neural sequence transduction models, as shown in Figure 3. The encoder is including three steps, in the first step, the input
words are projected into an embedding vector space, position embedding is also added to input vectors to
capture the notion of token position within the sequence. The second step is a multi-head self-attention.
This is an extension of the previous attention scheme. Instead of using a single attention function, this
step computes multiple attention blocks over the source, concatenates them and projects them linearly
back onto a space with the original dimensionality. The scaled dot-product attention with different linear projections is computed over attention blocks individually. Finally, a position-wise fully connected
feed-forward network is used, which consists of two linear transformations with a ReLU activation.
The decoder works similarity, from left to right with generates one word at a time. It including five
steps. The first step: embedding and position encoding, is similar to the encoder. The second step is
masked multi-head attention, which masks future words forces to attend only to past words. The third
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Figure 3: Simplified diagram of the Transformer model
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step is a multi-head attention that not only attends to these past words, but also to the final representations
generated by the encoder. The fourth step is another feed-forward network. Finally, a softmax layer
applied to map target word scores into target word probabilities. More details about the model are found
in the original paper (Vaswani et al., 2017).
3.2

Source language Named Entity Tags
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We consider three NE classes in this paper (PER, LOC, ORG). For every NE in source sentence, we
generate the candidate NE class tags using three types of third-party NER tools: Pyltp 0 from Harbin
Institute of Technology, PaddleHub 1 from Baidu and THULAC 2 from Tsinghua University. In order to
get the best tags from candidates, we will try two kinds of strategies described as follows:
Single tag combination (STC): Check these tools on a test set to get accuracy for each NE class,
then use the highest accuracy tool to get the specific single class tag, such as PER from Pyltp, LOC from
PaddleHub and so on.
Multi-tag combination (MTC): For single sentences, tags are comes from all three tools and combine
them by following rules:(1) Tag kept for a single NE only if all of the three tags are identical. (2) Tag
kept for the longer NE if NE from one tool includes another one. (3) Drop the sentences not satisfy any
of the first two rules.
3.3

Token-added Translation

To make the general-purpose NMT aware of NEs, we propose a token added translation approach. This
approach uses some special tokens to mark the segmentation boundary for the NE in the source sentence.
These special tokens are common in both the source vocabulary and target vocabulary of the generalpurpose NMT and their translation is unique and easy to spot. To avoid complexity, we use the same
common special tokens for all NEs while keeping order and mark all NEs in the translated target sentences with the original order. For example, punctuation like parentheses and double quotes are good
candidates as special tokens. Enclosing NEs in source sentences by these special tokens can help iden0

https://github.com/HIT-SCIR/pyltp
https://github.com/PaddlePaddle/PaddleHub
2
https://github.com/thunlp/THULAC-Python
1
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tify NE boundaries in the translation outputs. In our example in Figure 2, the special tokens we choose
is a pair of Chinese punctuation named title mark (《》), which translated to corresponding Uyghur
punctuation («»).
In token-added translation, no additional word alignment process is required. However, such an approach relies heavily on the NMT general training data where the special tokens (e.g. parentheses or
double quotation marks) are kept in both source and target data. For different language pairs, different
special tokens might be chosen for the best translation quality. Empirically we find that title marks are
highly effective for Chinese to Uyghur NE translation.
3.4

NER Model

4

Experiment

4.1

Data

20

20

The hierarchical CRF model consists of three components: a character-level neural network, either an
RNN or a CNN, that allows the model to capture subword information, such as morphological variations
and capitalization patterns; a word-level neural network, usually an RNN, that consumes word representations and produces context-sensitive hidden representations for each word; and a linear-chain CRF
layer that models the dependency between labels and performs inference.
In this paper, we closely follow the architecture proposed by Lample et al. (2016), and use bidirectional
LSTMs for both the character level and word level neural networks. Specifically, given an input sequence
of words (w1 , w2 , ..., wn ), and each word’s corresponding character sequence, the model first produces a
representation for each word, xi , by concatenating its character representation with its word embedding.
Subsequently, the word representations of the input sequence (x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) are fed into a word level BiLSTM, which models the contextual dependency within each sentence and outputs a sequence of context
sensitive hidden representations (h1 , h2 , ..., hn ). A CRF layer is then applied on top of the word level
LSTM and takes in as its input the sequence of hidden representations (h1 , h2 , ..., hn ), and defines the
joint distribution of all possible output label sequences. The Viterbi algorithm is used during decoding.
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The CCMT 2017 Chinese-Uyghur corpus 3 is used to train the general-purpose Chinese-Uyghur NMT
system and the MSRA dataset from international Chinese language processing Bakeoff 2006 4 is used
to evaluate the performance of Chinese NER tools. As no publicly available test set to evaluate the performance of Uyghur NER, we will randomly choose 2000 sentences from Uyghur named entity relation
corpus (Abiderexiti et al., 2016), in which tagged entity tags and relation types, checked the entity tags
manually and used 1000 sentences as our Uyghur NER test set and another 1000 sentences as development set. The 1,500,000 Uyghur sentences crawled from the Tianshan website 5 is used to train the
Uyghur word embeddings and the BIO tag schema is used where the B, I, O refer to the beginning, inside
and outside of an entity, respectively.
4.2

Setup

General-Purpose NMT: We use the Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017) implemented in PyTorch
in the fairseq-py (Ott et al., 2019) toolkit and all experiments are based on the “base” transformer model.
We use word representations of size 512, feed-forward layers with inner dimension 2048, and multiheaded attention with 8 attention heads. We apply dropout with probability 0.3. Models are optimized
with Adam using β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.98, and ε = 1e-8 . We use the same learning rate schedule as Vaswani
et al. (Vaswani et al., 2017) , i.e., the learning rate increases linearly for 4,000 steps to 5e-4 (or 1e-3
in experiments that specify 2x lr), after which it is decayed proportionally to the inverse square root of
the number of steps. We use label smoothing with 0.1 weight for the uniform prior distribution over the
vocabulary. All experiments are run on 2 NVIDIA V100 GPUs interconnected by Infiniband.
3

http://ee.dlut.edu.cn/CWMT2017/index_en.html
http://sighan.cs.uchicago.edu/bakeoff2006/
5
http://uy.ts.cn/
4
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NER Model: We use the 300-dimensional word embeddings pretrained by Word2Vec, FastText, and
Glove respectively. We set the character embedding size to be 100, character level LSTM hidden size
to be 25, and word-level LSTM hidden size to be
For OOV words, we initialize an unknown
q 100. q
3
3
embedding by uniformly sampling from range [- emb ,+ emb
] where emb is the size of embedding,
300 in our case. We train the model for 100 epochs and optimize the parameters by Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) with momentum, gradient clipping, and learning rate decay. We set the learning rate (lr)
and the decay rate (dr) as 0.01 and 0.05 respectively. To prevent overfitting, we apply dropout with a rate
of 0.5 on outputs of the two Bi-LSTMs.
4.3

Results and Analysis

4.3.1 Comparison of tag combination strategy
1)Result of the STC Strategy
To obtain the accuracy of the three named entity recognition systems for the recognition of each entity
type, we conducted experiments on the MSRA data set, and the experimental results are shown in Table 1.

Pyltp

THULAC

Accuracy
81.09
83.16
70.31
79.51
86.26
90.73
82.21
86.88
73.58
86.93
78.06
79.24

Recall
66.77
80.08
61.38
69.86
71.81
61.53
48.61
63.53
65.73
85.25
16.30
61.32

F1
73.24
81.59
65.54
74.37
78.38
73.33
61.10
73.40
69.43
86.08
26.97
69.14

20

PaddleHub

Entity Type
LOC
PER
ORG
ALL
LOC
PER
ORG
ALL
LOC
PER
ORG
ALL

20

NER system
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Table 1: The results of three Chinese NER system.

The experimental results show that PaddleHub has the best recognition for ORG while Pyltp for LOC
and THULAC for PER. Therefore, the results of three NER systems are fused according to the STC
strategy, and the fusion results are shown in Table 2. It can be seen that the recognition performance of
the single and all entity is higher than the original system.
Strategy
STC

Entity Type
LOC
PER
ORG
ALL

Accuracy
90.10
86.93
70.47
84.70

Recall
70.56
85.25
61.31
73.26

F1
79.14
86.08
65.57
78.56

Table 2: The results of the STC.
2)Result of the MTC Strategy
the result of the MTC is strategy shown in Table 3. Comparing the results of Table 2 and Table 3, it
can be seen that the STC strategy is better than the MTC strategy for the recognition of Chinese named
entities, and the following experiments are based on the STC strategy.
4.3.2 Baseline
To show the effectiveness of the proposed method, a strong baseline system is needed. In this paper, we
will gradually explore the impact of different word alignment tools and different word vector models on
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Strategy
MTC

Entity Type
LOC
PER
ORG
ALL

Accuracy
88.35
81.56
69.67
79.86

Recall
67.23
71.89
54.38
64.50

F1
76.37
75.31
61.08
71.36

Table 3: The results of MTC.

GIZA++
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fast_align

Entity Type
LOC
PER
ORG
ALL
LOC
PER
ORG
ALL
LOC
PER
ORG
ALL

efmaral

Accuracy
82.36
95.15
73.07
82.04
80.61
96.93
65.30
79.08
80.17
87.54
66.88
77.93

Recall
43.22
32.24
41.11
39.92
56.36
36.35
44.25
48.37
69.83
40.46
53.48
58.44

20

Tools

20

cross-lingual entity migration, and finally, build a cross-language entity migration baseline system based
on the parallel corpus and word alignment tools.
1) Comparison of Word Alignment Tools
word alignment accuracy is very important for word alignment based cross-lingual NER system and
GIZA++ (Casacuberta and Vidal, 2007), fast_align (Dyer et al., 2013), and efmaral(Östling and Tiedemann, 2016) are currently popular word alignment tools. We will construct an Uyghur NER system using
these three types of word alignment tools with the STC strategy based on the Uyghur-Chinese parallel
corpus and The performance is shown in Table 4. It can be seen that efmaral word alignment tool has the
best performance for our task.
F1
56.69
48.16
52.62
53.71
66.43
52.87
52.75
60.03
74.65
55.34
59.44
66.69

Table 4: Comparison of three word alignment tools.

2) Comparison of Word Embeddings
Word embeddings can provide rich semantic information and allow the system to better capture the
semantic relevance between words. we will use the static word embeddings generated from Word2Vec,
Glove, and FastText separately to initialize the network input and explore the effect of different word
vectors on Uyghur NER construction. The Experimental results are shown in Table 5 and it can be seen
that Word2Vec generated embeddings have good performance for our task.
Word Embedding
Random
Glove
FastText
Word2Vec

Accuracy
77.93
78.50
78.58
79.17

Recall
58.44
61.37
61.50
62.75

F1
66.69
68.89
69.00
70.01

Table 5: Comparison of three types of word embedding.
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4.3.3

Analysis of Token-added Translation Method

We use the STC strategy to get named entity tags in Chinese and use the proposed token-added translation
method to translated the entities to Uyghur to construct tagged NER corpus. Finally, train an Uyghur
NER system using this data and the performance is shown in Table 6.
Method
Token-add translation

Entity Type
LOC
PER
ORG
ALL

Accuracy
66.45
79.96
47.28
66.70

Recall
50.91
69.57
28.75
50.33

F1
57.65
74.41
35.75
57.37

Table 6: Uyghur NER based on token-added translation method.

20

From Table 6, it can be seen that the token-add translation method has worse performance compared
with baseline. After analyzing the data, we found that only Uyghur stems are included in the special
token while most of the affixes appended by the stem are being excluded. As an agglutinative language,
Uyghur has rich affixes to express grammatical information in the sentence. For example, as shown in
Figure 4, the original Chinese entity "新疆" is included in the Chinese bookmark (《》) and translated
to Uyghur by MT, it can be found that the translated Uyghur entity also included in Uyghur bookmark
(«») while appended affix is excluded.

Translation

20

数百亿 资金 热 捧 《 新疆 》 机遇 。

.  مىليارد يۈەن مەبلەغ «شىنجاڭ» نىڭ پۇرسىتىنى كۈتتى10 نەچچە
Stem-Affix merge

 مىليارد يۈەن مەبلەغ «شىنجاڭنىڭ» پۇرسىتىنى كۈتتى10  نەچچە.
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Figure 4: The example of entity boundary characters based entity translation
To prevent the problem, we apply a stem-affix merge method for translated Uyghur sentences and
merge the stem with the followed word if it is affix. We train a new Uyghur NER system using handled
corpus and the result is shown in Table 7. It can be seen that the combination of stem and affixes can
effectively avoid the affix as a separate word in the corpus, thereby greatly improving the quality of the
corpus and the performance of trained Uyghur NER system significantly, the f1 score is 3.79% higher
than the baseline.
Method
Stem-Affix merged

Entity Type
LOC
PER
ORG
ALL

Accuracy
78.57
80.78
67.05
76.47

Recall
70.91
81.58
61.32
71.32

F1
74.54
81.18
64.06
73.80

Table 7: Result of Stem-Affix merged method

5

Conclusion

Aiming at the lack of Uyghur named entity recognition training corpus, this paper proposes a crosslanguage named entity tag transfer method based on general machine translation and entity boundary token. First obtains the named entity tags of Chinese sentences in Chinese-Uyghur parallel corpus through
a variety of Chinese named entity recognition tools and uses tag fusion strategies to fuse multi-source
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tags, then select appropriate special symbols to surround the entities and uses Chinese-Uyghur neural
machine translation system to translate the Chinese sentences to Uyghur. Finally, the Uyghur stems
and affixes merge method is used to obtain a high-quality Uyghur named entity recognition corpus.
The Uyghur NER system trained with this corpus achieved good performance, which was 3.79% points
higher than the baseline system.
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